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Tunnel magnetoresistance in fully epitaxial magnetic tunnel junctions with a full-Heusler alloy thin film of Co$_2$Cr$_{0.6}$Fe$_{0.4}$Al and a MgO tunnel barrier
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(Received 17 January 2007; accepted 13 February 2007; published online 30 April 2007)

Fully epitaxial magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) were fabricated with a full-Heusler alloy Co$_2$Cr$_{0.6}$Fe$_{0.4}$Al (CCFA) thin film and a MgO tunnel barrier. Pseudo-spin-valve-type, fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs with a CCFA film composition close to the stoichiometric one demonstrated high tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) ratios of 90% at room temperature (RT) and 240% at 4.2 K. These high TMR ratios were attributed to the increased spin polarization at the Fermi level due to the increased ratio of the $B_2$ region to the $A_2$ region in CCFA films achieved by bringing the CCFA film composition close to the stoichiometric one. Fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs with exchange biasing were also fabricated, where a Co$_{90}$Fe$_{10}$ upper electrode was used in a synthetic ferrimagnetic Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$/Ru/Co$_{90}$Fe$_{10}$ trilayer exchange-biased with an IrMn layer through the Co$_{90}$Fe$_{10}$/IrMn interface. These exchange-biased CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs exhibited further enhanced TMR ratios of 109% at RT and 317% at 4.2 K. We suggested enhancement of the TMR ratio by a coherent tunneling contribution for fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2718284

I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of spintronics, where the spin of the electron is employed as an additional degree of freedom in electronics, it is essential to generate highly spin-polarized conduction electrons and transport them. Half-metallic ferromagnets (HMFs) are characterized by an energy gap at the Fermi level ($E_F$) for one spin direction, leading to a complete spin polarization at $E_F$ (Ref. 2). The potentially high spin polarization of HMFs is highly preferable for spintronic devices.

Co-based full-Heusler alloy thin films have been studied extensively because of the half-metallic ferromagnetic nature theoretically predicted for some of these alloys and because of their high Curie temperatures, which are well above room temperature (RT) (Ref. 15). The potentially high spin polarization of Co-based full-Heusler alloys is greatly advantageous for achieving high tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) ratios in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) (Refs. 16–33) and high magnetoresistance ratios in giant magnetoresistance devices. It is also advantageous for efficient spin injection from ferromagnetic electrodes into semiconductors and current-induced magnetization switching in MTJs.

One Co-based full-Heusler alloy, in particular, Co$_2$Cr$_{0.6}$Fe$_{0.4}$Al (CCFA), features theoretically predicted high spin polarizations for both the ordered $L_2_1$ structure and the disordered $B_2$ one, along with a relatively high $T_c$ around 750 K. The spin polarization theoretically predicted for the $L_2_1$ structure is 0.90 and that for the $B_2$ one is 0.78. The structural and magnetic properties of bulk CCFA (Refs. 39–41) and epitaxially grown CCFA thin films (Refs. 8–10, 21, 26) have been investigated.

Inomata et al. first demonstrated a relatively high TMR ratio of 16% at RT for MTJs using a Co-based full-Heusler alloy thin film, where a polycrystalline CCFA thin film as a lower electrode and an amorphous AlO$_x$ tunnel barrier were used. Subsequently, relatively high TMR ratios of up to 70% at RT have been shown for MTJs using a Co-based full-Heusler alloy thin film—Co$_2$MnSi (Ref. 19), Co$_2$FeAl (Refs. 20 and 25), or Co$_2$MnAl (Ref. 23)—and an amorphous AlO$_x$ tunnel barrier. Sakuraba et al. reported a high TMR ratio of 570% at 2 K (67% at RT) for MTJs consisting of an epitaxially grown Co$_2$MnSi lower electrode, an amorphous AlO$_x$ tunnel barrier, and a highly oriented Co$_2$MnSi upper electrode.

We fabricated single-crystal, epitaxially grown Co$_2$YZ thin films of CCFA (Refs. 21 and 26), Co$_2$MnGe (Ref. 11), or Co$_2$MnSi (Ref. 12) on MgO-buffered MgO(001) substrates. Given these epitaxial thin films, we developed fully epitaxial MTJs that had a Co$_2$YZ thin film of CCFA, Co$_2$MnGe, or Co$_2$MnSi (Refs. 30–32) as a lower electrode, a MgO tunnel barrier, and a Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ upper electrode. We reported fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs showing relatively high TMR ratios of 42% at RT and 74% at 55 K. However, the CCFA thin film composition used in this previous study was Co$_2$(Cr$_{0.6}$Fe$_{0.38}$)Al$_{0.81}$ and significantly deviated from the stoichiometric one of 2:1:1 (Ref. 26). Hereafter, we refer to the CCFA film with this composition as CCFA film A. We represent the fabricated Co$_2$YZ film composition as Co$_2$Y$_a$Z$_b$, where $Y_a$ stands for Cr$_{0.6}$Fe$_{0.4}$Z$_b$. The structural and magnetic properties of bulk CCFA (Refs. 39–41) and epitaxially grown CCFA thin films (Refs. 8–10, 21, 26) have been investigated.
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=0.99, b=0.81, and a+b=1.80 for CCFA film A. Deviation of the film composition from the stoichiometric one inevitably results in structural defects, which may reduce the spin polarization of $E_F$ (Refs. 38 and 42). Furthermore, in our previous CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs, the parallel and antiparallel magnetization configurations were controlled by using the difference in the coercive forces between the CCFA lower electrode and the Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ upper electrode (i.e., they were pseudo-spin-valve-type MTJs). This resulted in peaked magnetoresistance versus magnetic field characteristics, which probably led to TMR ratios lower than they potentially could be. Exchange biasing is favorable for realizing high degrees of the parallel and antiparallel magnetization configurations.

Our purpose in this study was to improve the TMR characteristics of fully epitaxial MTJs with a full-Heusler alloy thin film of CCFA as a lower electrode, a MgO tunnel barrier, and a Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ upper electrode, and demonstrate a potentially high tunneling spin polarization of CCFA. To do this, we took two approaches. The first was to fabricate pseudo-spin-valve-type, fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs with a CCFA film composition close to the stoichiometric one of 2:1:1. The second was to develop fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs with exchange biasing.

In Sec. II, we describe our experimental methods. The preparation of MTJ layer structures in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber through the combined use of magnetron sputtering and electron evaporation is described. In Sec. III, we present experimental results regarding structural characterization of fabricated CCFA thin films and CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJ layer structures. In Sec. III, we also describe the experimentally obtained TMR characteristics of the fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs. The pseudo-spin-valve-type, fully epitaxial MTJs with a CCFA film composition close to the stoichiometric one showed a TMR ratio of 90% at RT (240% at 4.2 K). We discuss a possible reason for the increased TMR ratio, compared with a previously obtained value of 42% at RT (74% at 55 K) for CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs with a CCFA film composition which significantly deviated from the stoichiometric one, in terms of the increased $B2$ ratio achieved by bringing the CCFA film composition closer to the stoichiometric one. Furthermore, we have demonstrated a high TMR ratio of 109% at RT (317% at 4.2 K) for fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ with exchange biasing. We have estimated a tunneling spin polarization of 0.88 at 4.2 K for epitaxial CCFA films with the $B2$ structure from the experimentally obtained TMR ratios and suggested enhancement of the TMR ratio by a coherent tunneling contribution for fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs. In Sec. IV, we summarize our results and conclude.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Full-Heusler alloys are ternary intermetallic compounds with the composition $X_2YZ$ in the $L2_1$ cubic structure (space group: $Fm\bar{3}m$). A typical full-Heusler alloy consists of two different transition metals $X$ and $Y$ and a nonmagnetic element $Z$, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The lattice consists of four different fcc sublattices. Each has an atom basis as follows: $X$ element at $(0, 0, 0)$ and $(1/2, 1/2, 1/2)$, $Y$ at $(1/4, 1/4, 1/4)$, and $Z$ at $(3/4, 3/4, 3/4)$. The $Y$-$Z$-type disordered $X_2YZ$ has the $B2$ structure [Fig. 1(b)]. The lattice mismatch between CCFA [lattice constant $a=0.5737$ nm (Ref. 39) and MgO ($a=0.4212$ nm) on a 45° in-plane rotation is relatively small, about ∼3.7%. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that CCFA films will grow epitaxially with their [100] direction rotated by 45° from the MgO [100] direction in the (001) plane [Fig. 1(c)]. Similarly, the lattice mismatch between Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ [lattice constant $a=0.2850$ nm (Ref. 44)] and MgO on a 45° in-plane rotation is relatively small, about ∼4.3%. We can also expect that Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ films will grow epitaxially on MgO with the Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ [100] direction rotated by 45° from the MgO [100] direction in the (001) plane.

We fabricated two sets of MTJ layer structures. The first set was pseudo-spin-valve-type, fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs with a CCFA film composition close to the stoichiometric one. For this type of MTJ, we used a wedge-shaped MgO tunnel barrier so that we could investigate the TMR characteristics as a function of MgO barrier thickness. The nominal thickness of the MgO tunnel barrier ($t_{MgO}$) was varied from 1.0 to 3.6 nm on each 20 $\times$ 20 mm substrate by using a linearly moving shutter during the deposition. The fabricated epitaxial MTJ layer structure (from the substrate side) was MgO buffer layer (10 nm)/CCFA lower electrode (50 nm)/MgO tunnel bar-

![FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic view of the $L2_1$ crystal structure with composition $X_2YZ$. The lattice consists of four different fcc sublattices. Each has an atom basis as follows: $X$ element at $(0, 0, 0)$ and $(1/2, 1/2, 1/2)$, $Y$ at $(1/4, 1/4, 1/4)$, and $Z$ at $(3/4, 3/4, 3/4)$. (b) Schematic view of the $B2$ crystal structure with composition $X_2YZ$. (c) Top view of Heusler alloy crystal structure ($L2_1$ structure). MgO cubic structure is superimposed.](image-url)
rrier (1.0–3.6 nm)/Co90Fe50 upper electrode (30 nm), grown on a MgO(001) single-crystal substrate. The Co90Fe50 layer, which had a coercive force higher than that of the CCFA layer, was deposited at RT using magnetron sputtering. The composition of the CCFA film used in the first set of MTJs was Co2.0Cr0.56Fe0.40Al0.99 as determined through inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis with an accuracy of 2%–3% for the composition of each element. We refer to the CCFA film with this composition as CCFA film B (a = 0.96, b = 0.99, a + b = 1.95). Thus, the film composition was brought close to the stoichiometric one of 2:1:1 for Co2(Cr0.6Fe0.4)Al, in contrast with that of the Co2Cr0.6Fe0.38Al0.81 (CCFA film A, a + b = 1.80) used to fabricate the CCFA MTJs which showed TMR ratios of about 42% at RT.21,26

The second set was fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co90Fe50 MTJs with exchange biasing. We used an upper electrode of Co90Fe50 film in an antiferromagnetically coupled (i.e., synthetic ferrimagnetic) Co90Fe50/Ru/Co90Fe10 trilayer exchange-biased by an IrMn antiferromagnetic layer through the Co90Fe10/IrMn interface to obtain a high value of exchange-bias field \(H_{ex}\) for epitaxial Co90Fe50 electrodes.45 We confirmed that the Co90Fe50/Ru/Co90Fe10 trilayers, which had a typical Ru interlayer thickness of 0.8 nm, behaved magnetically as synthetic ferrimagnets. The fabricated MTJ layer structure in this case was as follows: (from the substrate side) MgO buffer layer (10 nm)/CCFA (50 nm)/MgO barrier (2.4 nm)/Co90Fe50 (3.4 nm)/Ru (0.8 nm)/Co90Fe10 (2 nm)/IrMn (10 nm)/Ru cap (5 nm). The 5-nm-thick Ru cap layer was used to protect the IrMn layer from corrosion. The composition of the CCFA film used in the second set of MTJs was determined through ICP analysis to be Co2Cr0.57Fe0.43Al0.12. We refer to the CCFA film with this composition as CCFA film C (a = 0.96, b = 1.12, a + b = 2.08).

All layers in these MTJs were successively deposited on MgO(001) single-crystal substrates in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber (with a base pressure of about 8 × 10⁻⁸ Pa) through the combined use of magnetron sputtering and electron beam evaporation. The CCFA lower electrode was deposited by rf magnetron sputtering at RT and subsequently annealed in situ at 500 °C for 15 min. The MgO tunnel barrier was deposited by electron beam evaporation at RT. The pressure during the deposition of the MgO tunnel barrier was about 6 × 10⁻⁷ Pa. The layers of Co90Fe50, Ru, Co90Fe10, and IrMn were all deposited by magnetron sputtering at RT.

The structural characterization for the fabricated CCFA thin films and CCFA MTJs were performed using in situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED), x-ray Bragg scans, x-ray pole figure measurements (Bruker AXS D8 DISCOVER Hybrid), cross-sectional high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) observation, and transmission electron diffraction.

We fabricated MTJs with the fully epitaxial layer structures described above by photolithography and Ar ion milling. The fabricated junction sizes were 8 × 8 μm² for the first set of MTJs and 10 × 10 μm² for the second set. After the microfabrication procedure, some of the MTJs were annealed at 175 °C for 1 h in a vacuum of 10⁻⁴ Pa under a magnetic field of 5 kOe. The magnetoresistance was measured with a magnetic field applied along the [110] axis of the CCFA at temperatures from 4.2 K to RT using a dc four-probe method. We defined the TMR ratio as \( \frac{RA_{AP} - RA_{P}}{RA_{P}} \), where \( RA_{AP} \) and \( RA_{P} \) are the respective resistance-area products for the antiparallel and parallel magnetization configurations between the upper and lower electrodes.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural properties of CCFA thin films and CCFA/MgO/Co90Fe50 MTJ layer structures

We will first describe the structural properties of the fabricated CCFA thin films. We used x-ray pole figure measurements to confirm that the fabricated 50-nm-thick CCFA thin films with CCFA films B and C annealed in situ at 500 °C were grown epitaxially on MgO-buffered MgO(001) substrates and crystallized in the B2 structure. The crystallographic relationship was CCFA (001) [100]∥MgO (001) [011]. These results were in agreement with our previous work.21,26 Figure 2(a) shows a cross-sectional high-resolution TEM lattice image, along the [1-10] direction of the CCFA. (b) Electron diffraction pattern for the CCFA layer. The electron-beam diameter was 10 nm.
We next investigated the relative intensities of x-ray diffraction 002 and 004 peaks for CCFA films as a function of the film composition. Note that the 002 peak is specific to the B2 structure. If we use a parameter \( q \) to represent the ratio of the 002 peak intensity, \( I_p(002) \), to the 004 peak intensity, \( I_p(004) \), \( q \) corresponds to the ratio of the B2 region to the A2 region (the B2 ratio).

\[
q = \frac{I_p(002)}{I_p(004)}.
\]  

Figure 3(c) shows the peak intensity ratio of \( I_p(002)/I_p(004) \) for the CCFA films (50 nm) deposited at RT on MgO buffer layers (10 nm) and subsequently annealed \textit{in situ} at 500 °C as a function of the film composition of \( a+b \). Compared to the peak intensity ratio of \( I_p(002)/I_p(004) \) for our previous CCFA thin film with a film composition which deviated significantly from the stoichiometric one of 2:1:1 (CCFA film A: Co_{2.0}Cr_{0.61}Fe_{0.38}Al_{0.99}, \( a+b = 1.80 \)), that of the CCFA thin film with a composition close to the stoichiometric one (CCFA film B, Co_{2.0}Cr_{0.56}Fe_{0.40}Al_{0.99}, \( a+b = 1.95 \)) was markedly high. As shown in Fig. 3(c), the parameter \( q \) corresponding to the B2 ratio increased as the film composition approached the stoichiometric one of 2:1:1.

We will now describe the structural properties of the fabricated MTJ structures. First, we describe the structural properties of the fabricated pseudo-spin-valve-type, fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs with a CCFA film composition close to the stoichiometric one (CCFA film B). RHEED patterns observed \textit{in situ} for each layer during fabrication clearly indicated that the CCFA lower electrode, MgO tunnel barrier, and Co_{50}Fe_{50} upper electrode grew epitaxially. We also performed a cross-sectional high-resolution TEM observation for a CCFA (50 nm)/MgO (2 nm)/Co_{50}Fe_{50} (30 nm) MTJ layer structure along the [110] direction of the CCFA film. The observed TEM lattice image clearly showed that all the layers of the CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJ structure were grown epitaxially and were single crystalline. It also confirmed that extremely smooth and abrupt interfaces were formed.\(^{21}\)

Second, we will describe the structural properties of the fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs with exchange biasing. In the MTJ structure, CCFA films with the composition of Co_{2.0}Cr_{0.56}Fe_{0.40}Al_{0.99} (CCFA film C) were used. The basic tunnel junction trilayers of the CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs with exchange biasing were the same as those of the pseudo-spin-valve-type MTJs described above, except that the thickness of the Co_{50}Fe_{50} upper electrode (\( t_{\text{CoFe}} \)) was decreased to 3.4 nm from \( t_{\text{CoFe}} \) of 30 nm. RHEED patterns observed \textit{in situ} for each layer during fabrication clearly indicated that the CCFA lower electrode, MgO tunnel barrier, and Co_{50}Fe_{50} upper electrode grew epitaxially. Figure 4 shows a cross-sectional high-resolution TEM lattice image of the fabricated MTJ layer structure from the CCFA layer to the IrMn layer. This cross-sectional HRTEM image clearly shows that all the layers of the CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} basic tunnel junction trilayer were grown epitaxially and were single crystalline. It also confirmed that extremely smooth and abrupt interfaces were formed.
Next, we will describe the structural properties of the Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$/Ru/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{10}$/IrMn quadrilayers. We also observed streak patterns in the RHEED patterns, dependent on the incident directions of the electron beam, for layers of Ru, Co$_{50}$Fe$_{10}$, and IrMn, indicating that the layers grew epitaxially on the single-crystal Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ electrode. Furthermore, cross-sectional HRTEM lattice images (Fig. 4) clearly showed that all the layers of Ru, Co$_{50}$Fe$_{10}$, and IrMn were also grown epitaxially on the single-crystal Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ electrode and were single crystalline, although the detailed structures of the successive layers from the Ru interlayer to the IrMn layer were not fully analyzed.

B. TMR characteristics of pseudo-spin-valve-type CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs with a CCFA film composition close to the stoichiometric one

We will describe the TMR characteristics of the fabricated pseudo-spin-valve-type, fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$ MTJs with a CCFA film composition of Co$_{2}$Cr$_{0.35}$Fe$_{0.65}$Al$_{0.99}$ (CCFA thin film B), which was close to the stoichiometric one. The as-fabricated (i.e., not ex situ annealed) MTJs exhibited typical TMR ratios of 80% at RT and 210% at 4.2 K. Figure 5 shows $R_A$ and TMR ratios of the as-fabricated MTJs at RT as a function of $t_{\text{MGO}}$. A clear exponential dependence of $R_A$ on $t_{\text{MGO}}$ was observed for a $t_{\text{MGO}}$ range from 1.1 to 2.5 nm, indicating typical tunnel junction behavior. The $m^*\varphi_0$ value estimated from the slope of $\ln(R_A)$ vs $t_{\text{MGO}}$ according to the Wenzel-Kramer-Brillouin (WKB) approximation was 0.32 eV for the CCFA MTJ, where $m^*$ is the effective electron mass normalized by the bare electron mass and $\varphi_0$ is the potential barrier height (the energy difference between the Fermi level of the emitter ferromagnetic electrode and the bottom of the conduction band in the tunnel barrier).

This value was close to that of 0.39 eV obtained for epitaxial Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs. Relatively high TMR ratios from 60% to 83% were obtained at RT for a wide range of $t_{\text{MGO}}$ from 1.1 to 2.5 nm.

The as-fabricated (i.e., not ex situ annealed) MTJs exhibited typical TMR ratios of 80% at RT and 210% at 4.2 K. Figure 6 shows typical magnetoresistance curves at $V = 5$ mV at RT and 4.2 K for a MTJ postfabrication annealed at 175 °C. The MgO tunnel barrier thickness was 1.6 nm. The annealed MTJs showed increased TMR ratios of 90% at RT and 240% at 4.2 K. The significant increase of the TMR ratio in the epitaxial CCFA MTJs compared to our previously reported value of about 42% at RT (Refs. 21 and 26) indicates that a film composition close to the stoichiometric one is essential to obtain high spin polarizations in CCFA thin films.

Now we will discuss a possible reason for the improved TMR ratios of the MTJs with a CCFA film having a composition close to the stoichiometric one. As described in Sec. III A, our x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis for the epitaxially...
grown CCFA films indicated that the ratio of the B2 structure region to the A2 structure region (the B2 ratio) was increased by bringing the CCFA film composition close to the stoichiometric one of \( a + b = 2.0 \). Theoretically, it was predicted that A2-type disorder would significantly decrease the spin polarization in Co2CrAl while B2-type disorder would have little effect.\(^{38}\) Therefore, we can reasonably attribute the observed TMR improvement to the increased spin polarization at \( E_F \) due to the increased B2 ratio.

C. TMR characteristics of CCFA/MgO/Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJs with exchange biasing

We will now describe the TMR characteristics of the fabricated fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJs with exchange biasing. In the MTJ structure, CCFA films with the composition of Co\(_{2.75}\)Fe\(_{2.25}\)Al\(_{1.12}\) (CCFA film C, \( a + b = 2.08 \)) were used.

Figure 7 shows typical magnetoresistance curves at RT and 4.2 K for a fabricated fully epitaxial, exchange-biased CCFA/MgO/Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJ. The applied bias voltage was 5 mV. The MTJ exhibited clear exchange-biased TMR characteristics with high TMR ratios of 109% at RT and 317% at 4.2 K. These values are significantly higher than the values of 90% at RT and 240% at 4.2 K for the pseudo-spin-valve-type, fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJs described in Sec. III B. We obtained relatively high \( H_{\text{ex}} \) values of about 350 Oe at RT and about 1000 Oe at 4.2 K, as shown in Fig. 7. We can reasonably attribute the high \( H_{\text{ex}} \) values obtained for the fabricated MTJs to a lower net saturation magnetization of the synthetic ferrimagnetic trilayer compared with a saturation magnetization of the Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) electrode.

Figure 8 shows the TMR ratio for a fabricated fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJ (CCFA MTJ) with exchange biasing as a function of temperature (\( T \)) from 4.2 K to RT (the same MTJ shown in Fig. 7). For comparison, the TMR ratio as a function of \( T \) is also plotted for a fully epitaxial Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\)/MgO/Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJ with exchange biasing (reference Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJ) identically fabricated with the same layer structure as that of the exchange-biased CCFA MTJ except that the lower electrode CCFA was replaced with Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\). The Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJs were postfabrication annealed under the same annealing conditions as for the CCFA MTJs (i.e., at 175 °C under a magnetic field of 5 kOe). The layer structure (from the substrate side) was MgO buffer layer (10 nm)/Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) (50 nm)/MgO (2.2 nm)/Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) (3 nm)/Ru (0.8 nm)/Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) (2 nm)/IrMn (10 nm)/Ru (5 nm), grown on a MgO(001) single-crystal substrate. The Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJs showed TMR ratios of 185% at 4.2 K and 125% at RT. As shown in Fig. 8, the TMR ratio of the CCFA MTJ was higher than that of the Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJ below about 220 K, although it was slightly lower at RT. The comparison of the \( T \) dependences of the TMR ratios of the CCFA MTJ and Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJ definitely indicated that the higher TMR ratio for the CCFA MTJ below about 200 K, which reached 317% at 4.2 K, was due to a high tunneling spin polarization of the epitaxial CCFA electrode.

We next estimated the tunneling spin polarization of the epitaxial CCFA electrode from the obtained TMR ratios. The TMR ratios for MTJs have been traditionally related to the spin polarizations at \( E_F, P_1, \) and \( P_2, \) of the ferromagnetic electrodes through Jullière’s model:\(^{48,49}\) i.e.,

\[
\text{TMR} = 2P_1P_2/(1 - P_1P_2).
\]

Jullière’s model was derived by assuming a loss of coherence in tunneling (i.e., nonconservation of the electron’s wave vector component parallel to the interface).\(^{49}\) However, a straightforward application of Jullière’s model for a TMR ratio of 317% at 4.2 K for the fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) MTJ with a Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) electrode spin polarization of 0.50, derived from \( dI/dV \) curves of superconductor/AlO\(_x\)/Co\(_{50}\)Fe\(_{50}\) tunnel structures,\(^{50}\) corresponding to the originally defined spin polarization using majority- and minority-spin band density of states at \( E_F, \) results in an unrealistically high \( P \) value exceeding 1.0 for the
epitaxial CCFA electrode. This result indicates enhancement of the TMR ratio by a coherent tunneling contribution for fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs. Furthermore, the obtained TMR ratios of 185% at 4.2 K and 125% at RT clearly indicate enhancement of the TMR ratio by a coherent tunneling contribution for the reference Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs. Therefore, we estimated the tunneling spin polarization, or effective spin polarization for the epitaxial Co_{50}Fe_{50} electrodes, $P_{CoFe}$ by applying Julliére's model for the TMR ratio of 185% at 4.2 K (125% at RT) of the reference Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJ. We obtained a $P_{CoFe}$ value of 0.69 at 4.2 K (0.62 at RT), which was higher than the above $P$ value of 0.50 derived from superconductor/Au/Co_{50}Fe_{50} tunnel structures.\textsuperscript{50} Similarly, we estimated the tunneling spin polarization, or effective spin polarization for an epitaxial CCFA electrode in fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs, $P_{CCFA}$, by applying Julliére's model for the TMR ratio of 317% at 4.2 K (109% at RT) of the CCFA MTJ, along with a $P_{CoFe}$ value of 0.69 at 4.2 K (0.62 at RT) derived from the TMR ratio for the reference Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJ; in this case, we obtained a high tunneling spin polarization of 0.88 at 4.2 K (0.57 at RT) for the epitaxial CCFA thin film with the $B_2$ structure. Although a rigorous comparison is not justified, the thus obtained $P_{CCFA}$ value of 0.88 is larger than the theoretically predicted $P_{CCFA}$ value of 0.78 (Ref. 38) even though we assumed an effective spin polarization of 0.69 at 4.2 K (0.62 at RT) for the epitaxial Co_{50}Fe_{50} electrode in the estimation rather than 0.50 at 4.2 K which was derived from superconductor/Au/Co_{50}Fe_{50} tunnel structures. This result also indicates a coherent tunneling contribution for fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs.

Last, we will discuss the $T$ dependence of the TMR ratio of the fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs with exchange biasing. If we use parameter $\gamma = \alpha(4.2 K)/\alpha(RT)$, where $\alpha$ is the TMR ratio, to represent the degree of the TMR ratio's $T$ dependence, $\gamma$ for the CCFA MTJs was 2.9. This $\gamma$ value was higher than the value of 2.1 previously reported for CMS/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs [\alpha(RT) = 90% and $\alpha(4.2 K) = 192\%$] (Refs. 30 and 31) and in contrast to a more moderate value of $\gamma = 1.5$ [\alpha(RT) = 125% and $\alpha(4.2 K) = 185\%$] for the reference Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs. Regarding the $T$ dependences of $R_{AP}$ and $R_{AP}$, $R_{AP}$ decreased with increasing $T$, while $R_{AP}$ was almost independent of $T$ for the CCFA MTJs [Fig. 8(b)]. These $T$ dependences of $R_{AP}$ and $R_{AP}$ were similar to those observed for Co_{50}Fe_{50}/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{16} MTJs (Ref. 53) and CMS/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs (Refs. 30 and 31). These results indicate that the decreasing TMR ratio with increasing $T$ for the CCFA MTJs was mainly due to the $R_{AP}$ decrease. To clarify the reason for the strong $T$ dependence of the TMR ratio, or equivalently that of the $R_{AP}$ observed for the CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs, further systematic study is needed.

IV. CONCLUSION

We fabricated fully epitaxial magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) with a full-Heusler alloy Co_{50}Cr_{0.6}Fe_{0.4}Al (CCFA) thin film as a lower electrode, a MgO tunnel barrier, and a Co_{50}Fe_{50} upper electrode. Pseudo-spin-valve-type, fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs with a CCFA film composition close to the stoichiometric one demonstrated high tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) ratios of 90% at room temperature (RT) and 240% at 4.2 K. These high TMR ratios were attributed to the increased spin polarization at the Fermi level, which was due to the increased ratio of the $B_2$ region to the $A_2$ region in CCFA films achieved by bringing the CCFA film composition close to the stoichiometric. Fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs with exchange biasing were also fabricated, where a Co_{50}Fe_{50} upper electrode was used in a synthetic ferrimagnetic Co_{50}Fe_{50}/Ru/Co_{90}Fe_{10} trilayer exchanged with an IrMn layer through the Co_{50}Fe_{10}/IrMn interface. These exchange-biased CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs exhibited further enhanced TMR ratios of 109% at RT and 317% at 4.2 K. We suggested enhancement of the TMR ratio by a coherent tunneling contribution for fully epitaxial CCFA/MgO/Co_{50}Fe_{50} MTJs.

These results confirm the promise of an epitaxial MTJ using a Co-based full-Heusler alloy as a key device structure for utilizing the potentially high spin polarization of this material system.
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